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Abstract:   Automatically solving math word problems, which involves comprehension, cognition, and reasoning, is a crucial issue in ar-
tificial intelligence research. Existing math word problem solvers mainly work on word-level relationship extraction and the generation
of expression solutions while lacking consideration of the clause-level relationship. To this end, inspired by the theory of two levels of
process in comprehension, we propose a novel clause-level relationship-aware math solver (CLRSolver) to mimic the process of human
comprehension from lower level to higher level. Specifically, in the lower-level processes, we split problems into clauses according to their
natural division and learn their semantics. In the higher-level processes, following human′s multi-view understanding of clause-level rela-
tionships, we first apply a CNN-based module to learn the dependency relationships between clauses from word relevance in a local view.
Then, we propose two novel relationship-aware mechanisms to learn dependency relationships from the clause semantics in a global
view. Next, we enhance the representation of clauses based on the learned clause-level dependency relationships. In expression genera-
tion, we develop a tree-based decoder to generate the mathematical expression. We conduct extensive experiments on two datasets,
where the results demonstrate the superiority of our framework.
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 1   Introduction

Automatically  solving  math  word  problems  (MWP)

aims  to  answer  problems  with  mathematical  expressions

according  to  their  textual  description.  It  is  an  essential

task for  artificial  intelligence (AI) research as it  requires

computers to understand how humans comprehend natur-

al  language[1],  apply  mathematical  rules,  use  the  domain

knowledge and conduct logical reasoning[2]. In addition, it

is of great significance to serve as a good testbed to eval-

uate the internal abilities of machines[3]. Generally, a typ-

ical  MWP is  a  short  narrative  that  describes  a  problem

and poses a question on an unknown numeric variable.

A toy example of MWP is illustrated in Fig. 1(a); the

problem  begins  with  some  contextual  information

(“Frank had ···”) and ends with a posed question (“how

much ··· ?”). To solve this problem, one should compre-

hend the narrative and convert it into a mathematical ex-

pression  that  is  composed  of  operators  (e.g., ,  +)  and

quantities (e.g., 80, 0.8).

In  the  literature,  many  efforts  have  been  made  to

solve  math  word  problems,  and  good  performance  has

been  achieved.  Previous  studies  have  mainly  focused  on

expression generation[4−6],  quantity relationships or word-

level  semantic  relationships[7−9] while ignoring the under-

standing of  clause-level  relationships  in  the  comprehen-

sion  processes.  Therefore,  such  models  are  generally  far

from  enough  for  understanding  math  word  problems  as

deeply  as  humans.  The  theory  of  human  comprehen-

sion[10, 11] reflects  the  process  of  human  understanding

from a  lower  level  to  a  higher  level.  At  the  lower  level,

humans  first  recognize  words  and  their  roles  in  a  clause

(a  short  sentence,  e.g.,  “of  which  he  spent  80%  on

books”) and understand semantic information from words

(e.g.,  “spent”,  “80%”,  “on”)  to  clause  (e.g.,  “of  which
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he ··· on books”).  Then,  at  the higher  level,  humans es-

tablish  dependency  relationships  between  clauses  (e.g.,

“his cost on stationery is 25% of books” is strongly con-

nected with “of which he spent 80% on books”), which is

a clause-level  relationship.  To this  end,  we hope  to  cap-

ture  and  exploit  the  clause-level  relationship  to  improve

the MWP solver imitating humans.

C1

C2

C1 C3

C2 C3

Q Q

However,  there  are  several  technical  challenges  along

this line. First, when considering the relationship between

two clauses, human beings are influenced not only by the

overall  semantic  of  clauses,  but  also  some  dominant

words  in  the  clauses[12].  For  example  in Fig. 1(b), obvi-

ously,  the  dependency  relationship  between  (“Frank

had ···”) and  (“of which ···”) is stronger than the rela-

tionship between  and  from the perspective of over-

all  semantic  information.  In  addition,  the  word  “books”

in the clauses  and  has a significant effect on the re-

lationship between  them.  Thus,  to  understand  the  rela-

tionship of  clauses,  solvers  need  to  preserve  whole  se-

mantics of the clauses as well as consult words relevance.

Second,  humans  distinguish  clauses  into  the  context

clause and question clause in reading as shown in Fig. 1,

which take different roles in problem comprehension. The

dependency relationships among context clauses are inde-

pendent of  the  question  clause.  The  question  clause  de-

termines  the  goal  of  the  problem;  thus  the  relationships

between the question and context clauses may vary with

the semantics  of  the  question.  For  example,  in Fig. 1(b),

the relationship between context clauses (context-context

dependency  relationships  in Fig. 1(b))  is  independent  of

question clause  (“How much ···”), and clause  plays a

decisive role in the question-context dependency relation-

ship. Although  humans  can  capture  these  two  relation-

ships  without  much  effort,  machines  may  struggle  with

them.

To address  the  challenges  above,  we  model  the  de-

pendency  relationships  between  clauses  from  both  local

and  global  views,  inspired  by  the  local  and  global

strategies[11] of human comprehension. We propose a nov-

el  clause-level  relationship-aware  solver  (CLRSolver)  to

model  the  dependency relationships  between the clauses.

Following human understanding from lower to higher, we

first  learn  the  clause  semantics  in  the  lower  level,  and

propose  a  multi-view  method  to  capture  the  clause-level

relationships. Specifically, in the local view, we develop a

CNN-based module to learn relationships between clauses

from  word  relevance.  In  the  global  view,  we  design  two

novel relationship-aware mechanisms for learning context-

context  and  question-context  dependency  relationships

based on  the  overall  semantics  of  clauses.  Next,  we  en-

hance the clause representations based on the learned re-

lationships, and apply a tree-based decoder following the

hierarchical math solver (HMS)[13] framework to generate

expressions  with  enhanced  clause  representations.  We

conduct extensive  experiments  on  two  real-world  data-

sets.  Experimental  results  demonstrate  that  CLRSolver

not only achieves a better performance of solution predic-

tion but  also  shows  the  ability  to  capture  the  depend-

ency relationships between clauses.

 2   Related work

 2.1   Math word problems

Research on solving MWP dates back to several dec-

ades ago[14, 15]. MWP solvers can be roughly divided into

four  categories  according  to  the  technology  paradigms

they  adopted:  rule-based  methods[15−18], statistical  ma-

chine  learning  methods[7, 19, 20],  semantic  parsing  meth-

ods[4, 21, 22] and deep learning methods[3, 5, 9, 13, 23−30]. Spe-

cifically,  rule-based  methods[17, 31] manually  craft  rules

and schemas for pattern matching. Therefore, these solv-

ers have the limitations of  generalization and human in-

tervention.  Statistical  machine  learning methods[7, 19] use

traditional  machine  learning  methods  to  solve  problems

with the help of predefined expression templates. Semant-

ic  parsing  methods,  such  as  [4, 22],  map  the  sentences

from problem statements into structured logic representa-

tions  and  then  generate  the  answer  with  quantitative

reasoning.  Such methods still  have visible limitations for

the indispensability  of  tremendous  human  effort  on  fea-

ture engineering and deficient generality.

Deep learning methods  have been widely  adopted for

their advantages of automatic feature learning and effect-

ive generality.  With  the  help  of  deep  learning,  research-

ers  have  developed  several  approaches,  such  as

Seq2Seq[24],  Seq2Tree[5],  Seq2DAG[32],  Graph2Tree[9] and

reinforcement learning[25]. For example, Wang et al.[24] ap-

plied a seq2seq model to translate textual description to a

solution expression.  Inspired  by  the  goal-driven  mechan-

ism in the problem-solving of humans, Xie and Sun[5] pro-

posed a tree-structured decoder to generate mathematic-

 

Fig. 1     An example of math word problems and clause-level dependency relationships in the problem
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al expressions in a tree-like manner.  To release the mer-

its  of  the relationships and order information among the

quantities, Zhang et al.[9] applied two graphs to represent

the relationships and order information among the quant-

ities  in  MWP.  To  incorporate  common-sense  knowledge

of global expression information, Wu et al.[29] built an en-

tity  graph  for  each  problem  to  obtain  knowledge-aware

problem  understanding.  Lin  et  al.[13] proposed  an  HMS

model that imitated human word-clause-problem reading

habits.  Wu  et  al.[30] took  the  edge  label  information

between words and the long-range word relationship into

consideration and proposed an edge-enhanced hierarchic-

al graph-to-tree model. Considering the heterogeneous is-

sue  and  the  long-distance  dependencies  of  nodes  in  a

graph representing a problem, Zhang et al.[33] proposed a

novel hierarchical heterogeneous graph encoding method.

In recent years, pre-trained language models[34−36] have

been applied in MWP solvers to obtain enriched text rep-

resentations. Shen et al.[35] built a multitask framework to

pre-train a language model that could address the limita-

tion of minor mistakes in the generation of expression. In-

spired  by  human-like  hierarchical  reasoning,  Yu et  al.[36]

integrated the word-level and sentence-level reasoning by

using outside knowledge from the pre-trained models.

Previous studies mainly constructed and utilized rela-

tionships  between  words,  and  some  of  them  obtained

richer semantic information with the support of  external

knowledge  or  pre-trained  models.  Comparatively,  our

work imitates  the comprehension process  of  humans and

we  learn  semantics  and  relationships  between  clauses

from word-level to clause-level to improve the representa-

tion and understanding of the problem.

 2.2   Clause-level dependency relationships

The clause-level relationship (CLR) is a basic concept

in  linguistics[37] and extensive  research  has  been  conduc-

ted in many studies[38−40]. Understanding the statement is

a  key phase  of  the  math word problems solving process,

and realizing the dependency relationships among clauses

is the  basis  of  understanding.  The  clause-level  depend-

ency relationship is the semantic dependency relationship

between  acts,  events  or  states  represented  syntactically

by  syndetically  connected  finite  clauses[39].  Dependency

relationships can be judged by the importance of the con-

nection between two clauses. Text comprehension is com-

plex and supported by a variety of lower-level and higher-

level processes that aim to understand the words, the sen-

tences, and the relationships between the sentences[41].

Currently,  studies  are  mainly  carried  out  from  the

perspective  of  linguistics,  such  as  the  interpretability  of

clause relationships  based  on  surface-syntactic  informa-

tion[39].  Some  studies  explore  the  challenges  of  solving

mathematical word problems with the observation of the

linguistic  features  of  words,  clauses  and  sentences[12].

However, there  is  much  research  about  clause-level  rela-

tionships in  linguistics,  but  they  are  not  generally  ap-

plied in automatically solving MWP.

 3   CLRSolver

 3.1   Problem definition

(P,EP , sP ) P

EP sP

In  this  subsection,  we  formally  introduce  the  math

word  problem  solving.  Generally,  a  math  word  problem

 consists of a problem text , a mathematical

expression  and an answer .

P n

P = {p1, p2, · · · , pn} pi

P NP {80, 0.8 , 0.25 }

1) The problem text  is a sequence of  word tokens

and  numeric  values: ,  where  is  a

word  token (e.g.,  “dollars”  in Fig. 1)  or  a  numeric  value

(e.g.,  “80”).  We  denote  the  numeric  values  set  for  the

problem  as  (e.g., ).

EP = {y1, y2, · · · , ym}
m yi

VO {+,−,×,÷}
VC {1, 2, π, · · · } NP VP = VO∪

VC ∪NP

2) The mathematical expression ,

which is a sequence of  symbols. Each symbol  comes

from  the  decoding  target  vocabulary  which  is  composed

of the operators set  (e.g., ), numeric con-

stants set  (e.g., ) and , where 

.

P sP
EP

3) The answer of  is a numeric value  (e.g., “16”)

derived from the expression .

P

EP = {y1, y2, · · · , ym}
sP

The goal of the MWP solver is to train a model that

reads tokens from the input sequence  and generates the

output sequence of  the expression ,

based on which calculates the answer .

 3.2   Model overview

Fig. 2 shows the overall architecture of clause-level re-

lationship-aware  solver  (CLRSolver),  which  consists  of

two main components: 1) A multi-view encoder for learn-

ing  clause-level  dependency  relationships  and  enhancing

the  representation  of  problems.  2)  A  tree-based  decoder

for  generating  mathematical  expressions  based  on  the

word and clause representations. We mainly focus on the

former for a better understanding of problems by mimick-

ing human comprehension from a lower level to a higher

level. In  lower  processes,  the  encoder  learns  the  se-

mantics  of  words  and  clauses  by  a  gated  recurrent  unit

(GRU)  network.  In  higher  processes,  the  encoder  learns

the  dependency  relationships  between  clauses  from  the

local  view and global  view with  three  novel  modules.  In

the  following  subsections,  we  will  describe  each  part  of

the CLRSolver in detail.

 3.3   Multi-view encoder

Following the two processes in human comprehension,

in the  lower-level  processes,  the  encoder  reads  the  prob-

lem sequence and produces its word and clause represent-

ations,  which  encode  its  semantics.  In  the  higher-level

processes, the  encoder  learns  the  dependency  relation-

ships  among  clauses  from  the  local  view  and  the  global
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view  respectively  by  three  vital  modules.  In  the  local

view, we propose a word-clause module for learning rela-

tionships according to the relevance of words in different

clauses. In the global view, we propose a context-context

module  for  enhancing  context  clause  representations

based on the learned relationships among context clauses

and a question-context module for  enhancing clause rep-

resentations  with  the  learned  relationships  between  the

question clause and context clauses.
 3.3.1   Context-enriched word and clause embedding

P = {p1, p2, · · · , pn} m CP = {C1, · · · , Cm, Q}

Ci = {pi1, pi2, · · · , pil}
P

ps xs

hs ci
ps Ci

hs ps

In the  lower-level  processes,  humans  read  text  se-

quence and encode the representation of the words in the

text  and  their  semantics.  We  split  the  given  problem

 into  clauses 

by commas and periods considering human reading habits

and the  consideration  of  semantic  unit  division  in  lin-

guistics, where  is a subsequence of

words  from  (shown in Fig. 1).  The  encoder  first  maps

each  word  token  to  an  embedding  vector  pre-

trained with word2vec[42]. We apply the word2vec meth-

od  for  a  fair  comparison  with  state-of-the-art  (SOTA)′s
scheme, and  we  realize  that  the  pre-trained  model  bid-

irectional  encoder  representations  from  transformers

(BERT)[43] can be applied for  better  performance.  Then,

the encoder learns the representation  and  for word

 and  clause  respectively  with  a  bidirectional  GRU.

The context-enriched representation  of word token 

is generated as follows:

hf
s = f (h

f
s−1,xs)

hb
s = b(h

b
s+1,xs)

hs = hf
s + hb

s .

ci CiThe context-enriched representation  of clause  is

generated as follows:

ci = hj + hk

hj hk

pi1 pil
q

ci

where  and  are  the  representation  vectors  of  the

first token  and the last token , which are generated

by  (3).  Question  representation  is  generated  the  same

as .

hs ci q

c̃i

After obtaining ,  and , inspired by the relation-

ship establishment in higher-level processes of human loc-

al and global comprehension strategies, the encoder aims

to  update  clause  representation  by  understanding  its

relationships with other clauses. To this end, we propose

modules  to  learn  enhanced  clause  relationships  in  local

view and global view.
 3.3.2   Word-clause module

Q

Q C3

Q C3

C3

C3

Mkh
ij Ck Ch

Mkh

Mkh
ij Mkh

Humans discover the dependency relationship between

two clauses by utilizing the connection of words in them.

As illustrated in Fig. 1(b), objectively, if  the “stationary”

in  clause  is  changed  to  “books”,  the  relationship

between  and  has changed absolutely,  so  the  relev-

ance of the word “stationary” in  and  is the basis of

the  relationship.  Moreover,  if  we  exchange  “stationery”

with “books” with each other  in  clause , the  relation-

ship  features  of  in  the  problem  would  be  changed.

Therefore,  the  relevance of  words  in  two clauses  plays  a

non-negligible role in the relationships among clauses. To

capture  the  dependency  relationships  between  clauses

from the local view (i.e., the word level), we first capture

word-word connections and then aggregate these features

with a CNN-based module inspired by [44] for its reliable

performance in text matching and reservations on the po-

sition  information.  We  apply  cosine  similarity  to  model

the  relevance  of  two  words  in  clause  and ,

and generate the relevance matrix  (matrix in “Loc-

al-view”  of Fig. 3),  the  element  of  matrix  is

generated as follows:

 

Fig. 2     The overview of CLRSolver framework
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Mkh
ij = (xk

i ,x
h
j ).

Mkh Ck Ch

Ck Ch

mkh

As shown in Fig. 3, the input of CNN is the word rel-

evance  matrix  of  clause  and ,  the  output  is

the relationship score which indicates the dependency re-

lationship  intensity  between  and  in  local  view,

 of is generated as follows:

mkh = (Mkh).

mkh

MR

MR
kh = mkh

In  a  problem,  all  the  for each  clause  pair  com-

pose the local-view dependency relationships matrix 

for the problem, where the element .

ci

ci

After  understanding  the  relationships  in  the  local

view, humans try to tease out the relations between con-

ditions in the context clauses based on the overall under-

standing of clauses. Therefore, we need to capture the re-

lationships  in  the  global  view  from  the  perspective  of

their  overall  semantic  representation . However,  exist-

ing  methods  involving  relationship  exploration,  such  as

attention mechanisms, cannot fit well in this scenario. In

addition, since the context and question clauses take dif-

ferent  roles  in  problem  understanding,  the  relationships

between  context  clauses  and  between  the  question  and

context clauses  should  be  considered  differently  as  men-

tioned before.  Thus,  we  propose  a  context-context  mod-

ule for relationships between context clauses and a ques-

tion-context  module  for  relationships  between  question

and context clauses. The goal of these two modules is to

strengthen or weaken the original clause representation 

according  to  the  intensity  of  dependency  relationships,

which can explicate the significance of a clause in a prob-

lem.

 3.3.3   Context-context module

The relationship  between the  context  clauses  is  inde-

pendent  of  the  problem  clauses.  We  intend  to  learn  the

relationships  between  them  from  the  context  clauses

themselves, so we propose a context-context module indi-

sij
Ci

Cj

vidually.  As  illustrated  in Fig. 3,  the  context-context

module generates relationship weight  (blue dot in the

context-context  module)  for  clause  with  the  rest  of

clauses :

scij = (Wca[ci, cj ] + bca)

Wca bca
rci

sij MR
i

MR cci MR
i i

MR

Ci

rci
Ci

cci

where  and  are  learnable  weight  matrices  and

biases. Then, the module generates relationship weight 

with  all  the  from  all  context  clauses  and  from

,  then  obtain  the  representation .  is  the th

row  elements  and  indicates  the  local-view

dependency  relationships  between  clause  and  all  the

other  clauses  in  a  problem.  The  relationship  weight 

indicate  the  importance  of  clause  among  all  context

clauses,  and  the  generated  is  the  updated  clause

representation  based  on  the  overall  relationships  of

context clauses, where

rci = (Wcb[M
R
i ; sci1; · · · ; scin] + bcb)

cci = rci ci

Wcb bcbwhere  and  are  learnable  weight  matrices  and

biases.
 3.3.4   Question-context module

rci
sqi Q

Ci

rqi
ci cqi rqi

sqi

To  solve  the  problem,  humans  figure  out  how  the

known contexts  are  associated with the question.  There-

fore, we introduce a question-context module to learn the

dependency relationships between the question clause and

context clauses from their  overall  understanding.  Similar

to the generation of , we first learn the dependency re-

lationship  score  between  the  question  clauses  and

the  context  clause ,  then  we  combine  the  relationship

scores from  local  and  global-view  to  learn  the  relation-

ship  weight . Next,  to  enhance  the  clause  representa-

tion  to  for  better  comprehension,  we  generate 

with the relationship score :

sqi = (Wqa[ci, q] + bqa)

rqi = (Wqb[M
R
iq ; s

q
i ] + bqb)

Wqa Wqb bqa bqbwhere , ,  and  are  learnable  weight

matrices and biases.

cqiNew  clause  representation  is  finally  generated  as

follows:

cqi = rqi ci.

ci

cci cqi

After  updating  clause  representation  from  two

views,  considering  a  better  understanding  of  clauses  by

fusing the representations from different views, we gener-

ate the concatenation of  and  as follows:

 

 
Fig. 3     Local-view and global-view architecture
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c∗r = (cci ; c
q
i ).

c̃i q̃

Ci Q

Finally,  and ,  the  final  representation of  context

clause  and question clause , are generated by the at-

tention module as follows:

Sas(c
∗
i , c

∗
k) = Wss (Wsa[c

∗
i , c

∗
k])

wk =
(Sas(c

∗
i , c

∗
k))∑

j ((Sas(c∗i , c
∗
j ))

cri =
∑
k

wkc
∗
k

c̃l = (Wso[c
∗
i ; c

r
i ] + bso)

c̃lwhere ,  as  shown  in Fig. 2,  is  the  representation

enhanced  by  the  clause-level  dependency  relationships

feature.

 3.4   Tree-based decoder

Our decoder, following the HMS[13] framework, gener-

ates expressions by adopting the pre-order traversal man-

ner.  In  the  process  of  expression  tree  construction,  the

centermost  operator  is  produced  first,  and  the  decoder

generates the left child node and repeats this process un-

til  the  leaf  node  is  generated.  Subsequently,  the  decoder

generates the right node recursively.

 3.4.1   Goal decomposition and symbol prediction

c g

In each symbol generation step, the decoder first gen-

erates a context vector  according to the goal vector .

Then, the decoder predicts symbols by the pointer-gener-

ator  network[45] according  to  the  given  goal  and  context

vector. The decoding processes can be summarized as fol-

lows:

q̃

g0 = q̃

Step  1.  Root  goal  generation. We  initialize  the

goal  vector  with  the  question  clause  representation .

Given goal  vector ,  the decoder generates  context

representation  that  related  to  the  goal  vector  to  reduce

the  influence  of  irrelevant  words  and  clauses  and  query

relevant words and clauses. To explore the relevant parts

of  a  problem  and  imitate  the  process  of  human  solving

problem from clause to word, we apply the hierarchy at-

tention mechanism proposed in HMS. The context vector

is generated as follows:

c = (g0, c̃1,h)

y1 = (g0, c̃1, ey,hy)

ey

where  HATT  is  the  hierarchical  attention  mechanism,

PointerGen  is  the  pointer  generator  network,  is  a

y

hy

y

learnable  embedding  of  the  external  symbol  or  an

operator,  denotes the representation of quantity token

.

gl

gp

Step  2.  Left  goal  generation. Then,  the  encoder

generates the left goal  conditioned on the parent node

 which predicted in last step:

gl = (yp, cp, gp)

yl = (gl, c̃l, ey,hy)

gp yp cp

yl

where , ,  stand  for  the  goal  vector,  predicted

token  and  context  vector  of  parent  node,  respectively.

After  the  left  goal  generation,  the  decoder  predicts

symbols  for the current node.

Step 3. Right goal generation. Given the goal and

context  vectors  in  the  left  and  parent  nodes.  First,  the

decoder  generates  the  subtree  embedding  of  its  sibling

node. Then, the decoder decomposes the goal and gener-

ates a new goal for the current node as

tl = (yl, gl)

gr = (yp, cp, gp, tl)

yr = (gr, c̃r, ey,hy)

yp tl
yr

yr

where  is a predicted token in the expression and  is

the  tree  embedding  of  the  left  goal.  If  token  is  a

number,  the  algorithm  backtracks  to  check  whether  the

current goal could to be decomposed. If  is an operator,

the encoder will return to Step 2.
 3.4.2   Model training

P

EP = {y1, y2, · · · , ym} L

m

For each problem  and corresponding target expres-

sion ,  the  loss  can  be  defined  as

minimizing the sum of  the negative log likelihood of  the

probabilities of  target symbols:

L =

m∑
t=1

− Pc(yt | y1, y2, · · · , yt−1, P )

Pc

yi

where  is  the  probability  distribution  generated  by

pointer-generator network for each predicted symbol .

 4   Experiment

 4.1   Datasets

We use two widely used datasets in our experiments:

Math23K and MAWPS. Table 1 summarizes the statist-

ics of the two datasets. Math23K is a benchmark dataset

that contains 23 162 Chinese math word problems for ele-

mentary  school  students.  MAWPS is  an  English  dataset
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that contains  problems with one  or  more  unknown vari-

ables  and  contains 2 373 problems  with  one  unknown

variable in it. For a direct contrast, we randomly select 2 373

instances  in  Math23K  (size  of  MAWPS)  to  summarize

the  statistics  of  the  two  datasets.  In Fig. 4,  we  can  find

that the clause number of  Math23K distributes  more on

the  left  side,  which  indicates  the  Math23K  dataset  is

more difficult than MAWPS. Meanwhile, we find that the

length of the clauses in MAWPS is longer, which is likely

because  the  Chinese  language  is  more  concise  in  its

presentation.

 
 

 
Fig. 4     Data analyses

 4.2   Experimental setup

 4.2.1   Implementation details
In CLRSolver,  we  set  the  dimension  of  word  embed-

ding and all hidden vectors as 128 and 512, respectively.

The  word  embedding  is  initialized  with  pre-trained

word2vec  which  is  learned  from  the  training  dataset.

Words that occur fewer than 5 times are converted to the

token “UNK”. Other parameters are initialized by Kaim-

ing  initialization[46]. We  set  the  mini-batch  as  64,  dro-

pout as 0.5 and learning rate as 0.001 to optimize the loss

function  (25).  The  learning  rate  is  halved  every  20

epochs. We apply the 5-fold cross-validation for MAWPS

and follow the original setup of the partition in Math23K.

All  experiments  are  run on a Linux server  with four 2.3

GHz  Intel  Xeon  Gold 5 218 CPUs  and  a  Tesla  V100

GPU, and the PyTorch version is 1.8.1.

Since the  performances  are  affected  by  the  environ-

ments,  for  a fair  comparison,  we run all  baselines  in the

same environment as  described above with a 128-dimen-

sional word embedding.
 4.2.2   Baseline and evaluation

We compare our proposed model  with several  repres-

entative baseline models: Deep neural solver (NDS)[24] is a

seq2seq model that directly translates the input problem

into  output  expressions.  T-RNN[28] applies  a  recursive

neural  network  to  predict  the  unknown  operator  in  the

predicted  template.  GROUP-ATT[8] applies a  group  at-

tention mechanism to extract four features in input prob-

lems.  Goal-driven  tree-structured  MWP  solver  (GTS)[5]

generates expression by a tree-structured neural  network

to tree in a goal-driven manner. HMS[13] imitates human

reading habits by exploiting the hierarchical word-clause-

problem relation.  Grap2Tree[9] applies a  graph-based  en-

coder  to  capture  the relationships  and order  information

among  quantities.  Edge-enhanced  hierarchical  graph-to-

tree model (EEH-G2T)[30] constructs edge-labelled graphs

for  problem  representation  and  captures  common  sense

information based on external knowledge bases. Consider-

ing pre-trained word embedding in Baidu Encyclopedia in

EEH-G2T,  we  changed  it  into  pre-trained  word2vec  in

the two datasets. Some methods[34−36] using the pre-train-

ing model  have  shown  better  results,  we  have  not  in-

cluded them in the baseline for a fairer comparison since

their  performances  are  mainly  determined by the  corpus

for pre-training.  We  rerun  EEH-G2T  without  word  em-

bedding  in  Baidu  Encyclopedia  and  retain  its  external

knowledge bases.

To  highlight  the  effectiveness  of  our  relation-aware

mechanisms in  this  domain  and  considering  the  wide-

spread application  of  the  attention  mechanism  for  rela-

tionship  extraction,  such  as  image  segmentation[47],  and

fault classification[48], and its convincing performance, we

use attention to replace relationship-aware mechanisms in

CLRSolver-ATT, as  a  variant  of  CLRSolver,  for  a  con-

trast.

 4.3   Experimental results

 4.3.1   Answer performance

Table 2 reports the accuracy of all methods generated

 

Table 1    Datasets statistics

Dataset Num. problems Num. vocabs Avg. problem length Avg.Num. clauses Avg. expr. length

Math23K 23 162 3 958 29 3.75 5.55

MAWPS 2 373 1 013 30 3.27 3.87
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in  the  environment  in  Section  4.2.1  of  different  models,

and there are several observations. First,  our model out-

performs  all  baseline  models  except  EEH-G2T,  which

demonstrates  that  CLRSolver  can  effectively  understand

the  problem  by  exploiting  dependency  relationships

between  clauses,  and  thus  enhance  expression  inference.

Second, EEH-G2T performs best in the MAWPS dataset

and the accuracy of the other datasets is close to that of

our model, which we believe is the contribution of extern-

al  knowledge  bases.  Third,  CLRSolver  performs  better

than HMS, for  the same decoder  structure,  which shows

that the  importance  of  clause-level  dependency  relation-

ships exploitation and application. Last, the performance

of tree-based methods (GTS, HMS) or graph-based meth-

ods(Grap2Tree,  EEH-G2T)  are  far  ahead  of  these

models(DNS,  T-RNN,  GROUP-ATT)  evolved  from  the

seq2seq model.  This  is  probably  because  more  relation-

ship features,  such as word and clause relationships,  can

enhance the understanding of problems to models.

∗

We compare the results of our model and Graph2Tree

on  5-fold  cross-validation  on  the  Math23K  dataset

(  in Table 2). The results show that the superi-

ority  of  performance  expends  in  5-fold  cross-validation,

which  demonstrates  the  generalization  of  our  model  is

better.

0.004 9

We  also  conduct  an  independent  samples  t-test  to

compare the results  of  our model  and Graph2Tree on 5-

fold  cross-validation  on  the  Math23K  dataset.  The p-

value  is  (< 0.05), which  shows  that  our  improve-

ment is statistically significant.
 4.3.2   Ablation study

To  verify  the  effects  of  various  components  in  our

model,  the  context-context  module,  the  question-context

module and  the  word-clause  module,  we  conduct  abla-

tion  studies.  The  results  are  shown in Table  2. Specific-

ally, “CLRSolver w/o L” directly implements two global-

view modules without the word-clause module. “CLRSol-

ver w/o G” applies the word-clause module without two

global view modules. Obviously, the accuracy of our solv-

er  degrades  when  any  module  is  missing,  which  means

that all modules are contribute and complete in the prob-

lem solving.
 4.3.3   Performance over clause number and problem

length

Considering  the  possible  impact  of  clause  number  on

the  performance  in  modelling  dependency  relationships,

we  analyse  the  increasing  number  of  clauses  in  the  test

set,  and  the  results  are  illustrated  in Fig. 5. The  ac-

curacies  of  the  test  instances  are  compared  with  the

Graph2Tree model. Since the results on the two datasets

are approximate, we only report the results on Math23K

for  simplification.  There  are  several  observations.  First,

with  the  increase  in  clause  number,  the  performances  of

all models  follow  an  accuracy  descending  pattern,  be-

cause  of  the  increase  in  problem  difficulty.  Second,  we

note  that  our  model  outperforms  Grap2Tree  when  the

clause number is greater than 2. We realize that the more

clauses there are in a problem, the relationships between

clauses are more important and necessary to clearly com-

prehend the problem.

 
 

 
Fig. 5     Accuracy over clause number

 
The  reason  may  be  that  the  more  clauses  there  are,

the  more  difficult  the  problem  is.  In  complex  problems,

the  relationship  between  clauses  is  more  important  to

solving the problem. When there are fewer clauses, there

is less dependence on the relationship between clauses. In

addition,  for  a  longer  problem,  there  could  be  more

clauses  that  do  not  participate  in  the  solving,  and there

could  be  some  clauses  that  are  background  information

clauses. Our mechanism weakens the relationship between

such  clauses  and  other  clauses,  so  a  better  performance

can be achieved.
 4.3.4   Performance over the number of operators and

problem length
To investigate the performance of models with the in-

creasing length  of  expressions  and  problem  text,  we  re-

port the number of test instances over different operator

numbers in Fig. 6 and different problem lengths in Fig. 7
with Graph2Tree.

In Fig. 6, the horizontal axis is the number of operat-

 

Table 2    Answer accuracy of CLRSolver and baselines

Dataset Math23K1 MAWPS Math23K*2

DNS 0.584 0.598 –

T-RNN 0.665 0.670 –

GROUP-ATT 0.698 0.757 –

GTS 0.750 0.789 0.741

Graph2Tree 0.764 0.812 0.750

HMS 0.756 0.796 0.743

EEH-G2T 0.766 00.833 0.754

CLRSolver-ATT 0.751 0.790 0.742

CLRSolver 0.769 0.822 00.758

CLRSolver w/o L 0.763 0.807 –

CLRSolver w/o G 0.759 0.793 –

1Math23K denotes the results on the public test set.
2Math23K* denotes 5-fold cross-validation.
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ors  that  indicates  the  length  of  the  expression,  the  left

vertical  axis  is  the  corresponding  answer  accuracy,  and

the right vertical axis is the corresponding number of ex-

pressions.  We  can  obtain  the  following  observations:  1)

Similar to the accuracy performance with clause number

in Fig. 5,  the  answer  accuracy  represents  a  downward

trend with the increasing number of operators (length of

expressions).  2)  CLRSolver  has  no  notable  superiority

when  the  number  of  operators  is  less  than  3,  but  our

model has a better performance and continues to expand

it with  the  increase  of  operators.  As  an  operator  is  re-

lated to two quantities that occur in two clauses, the res-

ult  demonstrates  the  advantage  of  our  model  in  solving

complex  and  difficult  problems  where  the  relationships

among clauses are complicated.

Similar  trends  are  observed  in Fig. 7.  The  accuracy

performance of  the  two  models  decreases  and  the  differ-

ence between the two models  increases  with the increas-

ing problem length, which corresponds to increasing diffi-

culty. This shows that our model is superior in handling

more complex problems as mentioned in Section 4.3.3.
 4.3.5   Case study

Finally,  we  conduct  case  studies  on  the  expression

generated by Graph2Tree and our model, and we visual-

ize  the dependency relationships our model  learned from

the  perspectives  of  local-view  to  global-view  respectively

in Fig. 8. We visualize  the  relationship  weight  of  the  at-

tention mechanism and our method in Fig. 9 to provide a

better understanding of the difference between the atten-

tion mechanism and our method.

LC LQ

MR

GC RC

GC GQ

RC RQ

Selected cases are shown in Fig. 8. We divide the score

of  relationships  into  three  levels:  strong,  moderate,  and

weak, and the corresponding values are within 0.5, 0.5 to

0.75, and above 0.75. The matrix  and  are a part

of  the  local  view  relationship  matrix ,  which  means

the  context-context  and  query-context  relationships  in

the local view. The element of matrix  and  is gen-

erated  in  (7)  and  (8),  respectively.  and  are  the

global-view  relationship  weight  matrices  generated  from

(7) and (10), respectively.  and  are the final rela-

tionship intensity matrices,  generated from (8) and (11),

respectively,  which  indicate  the  relationship  strength

from the  local  and  global  views.  Obviously,  we  can  ob-

serve  that  the  relationships  in  relationship  matrices

between clauses learned by local-view and global-view are

different,  which  demonstrates  that  our  model  can  learn

the dependency relationships between two clauses in dif-

ferent views.

C2

×

GC

In  Problem  1,  “each”  cost  is  associated  with  the

“books”  in  clause .  Our  model  predicts  the  operator

“ ” right which indicates that our model can learn the re-

lationships  between  this  strong  connection  based  on  the

overall semantics  of  the  two  clauses,  which  is  demon-

strated in the global relationship matrix .

C3

MR

RC

C3

n3

In  Problem  2,  to  understanding  this  problem,  MWP

solvers  should  know  that  the  “dictionary”  and  “cook-

book” are the books asked in the question and realize the

connection between clause  and other clauses. The loc-

al-view relationship matrix  and the global-view rela-

tionship  matrix  both  show  the  strong  connection

between clauses  and other clauses. Grap2Tree missed

“ ” because it could not build the connection.

RC

C2 C3

C2 C3 RQ

C4

Q

C2 n1 C3

In the last  case in Fig. 8,  the global-view relationship

matrix  indicates that  our  model  can  learn  the  rela-

tionship  between  and  from  the  overall  semantics.

We  can  find  the  strong  connections  our  model  learned

between question clause and ,  in matrix . In ad-

dtion,  our  model  also  learned  that  the  relationships

between  and  other  clauses  are  weak  because  this

clause is background information. In contrast, Grap2Tree

gives a wrong operation prediction “–” as Grap2Tree can-

not realize the relationships among question  (“How ···
altogether”) and context clauses  (“  ··· left over”) 

(“and···left over”).

C1

C1

Q

C1

C1

C1

The attention weight matrices and relationship weight

matrices  in Fig. 9 shows the  different  effects  in  relation-

ship feature learning. In Problem 4, we can easily realize

that clause  is background information that is not de-

cisive  to  the  problem-solving.  Comparatively,  clause 

still has a high relative weight with clause  in attention.

Our  model  woke  the  connection  between  and  other

clauses  and  enhanced  the  connection  between  context

clauses. In Problem 5, clause  is useless background in-

formation, and clause  is not truly necessary for prob-

lem-solving. Apparently, our mechanism reduced the rela-

 

 
Fig. 6     Accuracy for the increasing number of operators in
expressions
 

 

 
Fig. 7     Accuracy over problem length
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C1 C5

C3 C4

tionship strength of both  and , and enhanced the in-

tensity of the relationship of more important clauses such

as  and .  Comparatively,  although  the  attention

mechanism  can  also  capture  the  different  strengths  of

clause relationships, the strength of the relationship is not

so  reasonable  in  math  word  problem-solving.  It  reveals

the effectiveness of simulating the human comprehension

process in our mechanism when compared with the atten-

tion mechanism.

 5   Discussions

From the above experiments,  it  is  clear that mimick-

ing  the  process  of  human  comprehension  from  a  lower

level  to a higher level  would enhance the comprehension

of  a  problem.  First,  splitting  problems  into  clauses  not

only  conforms  to  human′s  intuition  of  reading  but  also

enables better  comprehension  based  on  clause-level  rela-

tionships.  Second,  learning  the  relationship  between

clauses from a local view to a global view is also signific-

antly  beneficial  for  understanding  and  solving  problems.

The  impressive  performance  of  CLRSolver  can  be  seen

among all two widely used datasets, which highlights the

importance  of  clause  relationships  and the  superiority  of

CLRSolver.

There  are  still  some  directions  for  future  studies.

First, better  word  representations  and  external  know-

ledge  could  contribute  to  the  reasoning  of  the  model,  so

we  could  apply  pre-trained  models  or  introduce  external

knowledge in the future explorations. Second, we are im-

itating  the  comprehension  process  of  human  reading.  In

the following  work,  we  could  combine  the  learned  rela-

tionship and apply it to the reasoning process in the de-

coder.  Third, there are other relationships in math word

problems, such as the relationships between the numbers

and  entities,  combining  these  relationships  with  clause-

 

Fig. 8     Three examples of MWP solving with our CLRSolver model
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level  relationships  would  be  a  creditable  attempt  and  a

challenging task in the future.

 6   Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a novel clause-level relation-

ship-aware solver (CLRSolver) to solve math word prob-

lems by  mimicking  the  lower-lewer  and higher-level  pro-

cesses of human comprehension. Specifically, in the lower-

level  process,  we  learn  the  semantics  of  words  and

clauses.  In the higher-level  process,  inspired by the local

and  global  view  of  humans  in  relationship  construction,

we first developed a CNN-based module for capturing the

dependency  relationships  among  clauses  from  a  local

view. Then,  we  designed  two  modules  to  learn  the  con-

text-context and  question-context  dependency  relation-

ships from a global view. After that, the model generates

enhanced clause representations, based on the learned re-

lationships, to predict solution expressions. Experimental

results demonstrated the effectiveness of CLRSolver.
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